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Re
-hiring 
controversy
 
By Larry
 Barrett 
Spartan Wily Staff Writer 
Former SJSU employee 
Mike Ham, along with six 
SJSU employees, braved the 
wind and rain to alert passers-
by 
to 
the university's 
policy  of 
contracting out on
-campus
 
work to outside companies 
rather than re -hiring former 
employees who used to per-
form these duties. 
"I'm already gone. I'm at 
the unemployment office 
every day checking the job 
listings," Mike Ham, who was 
laid off 
last Friday, 
said.  
"These  people 
handing out 
fliers are worried
 about their 
jobs and they 
have  good rea-
son to be." 
have to 
come
 behind 
the contractor 
and  fix the 
mistakes they make," 
SJSU 
carpenter Rich Bornack said. 
'The job is being done twice, 
and the university is paying 
for it twice. The 
contractors  
come in, get 
their  money and 
leave. 
Management's  philoso-
phy is to spend money, no 
matter how much it costs." 
'The students want to 
know why
 their fees keep 
going up," 
carpenter shop 
foreman Bill Leonard said. 
'Part of it is that management 
is paying double to do the 
same maintenance jobs. The 
contractors don't follow rules 
and guidelines that we follow, 
so there's also a safety factor 
involved." 
According to Leonard, 
contractors have 
removed  
debris and 
dumped  it into 
(I unipstei s
 
Wit 11(
 
nit tegard for 
proper removal procedures
 
mandated by the state. 
"Whether that debris
 was 
asbestos or not 
doesn't  mat-
ter," Leonard said. "It should 
be treated as 
such,  regard-
less." 
Mo Qayoumi, associate 
vice president for administra-
tion, confirmed that some 
projects 
are  contracted out to 
private 
companies. 
See  RE -HIRE.
 page 8 
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Former 
SJSU
 painter
 Mike Ham talks 
with  students at the Student Union Thursday 
Zoning laws 
revised by City 
By Michelle
 Lau 
Spartan
 Daily Staff 
Writer  
Building owners like 
Hank 
Coca of Coca's Hank Down-
town Furniture store on 82 E. 
Santa Clara St. are able to plan 
buildings that serve as both 
retail space and housing 
through a 
new zoning ordi-
nance currently 
being  drafted 
by city attorneys. Zoning regu-
lates how land is used 
and  pre-
scribes 
development standards 
such as the height
 of a build-
ing. 
Beth 
Trask from the Down-
town
 Association, which 
repre-
sents the downtown
 business 
community, said that last 
year  
a task 
force proposed to 
replace the former 1929 zon-
ing ordinance. 
According  to Darryl Boyd, 
who works for 
the San Jose 
City Planning 
Department in 
zoning and re
-zoning,  the 
1929 ordinance
 needed to be 
updated so it would be applic-
able
 to the current needs of 
the downtown lifestyle. 
Boyd said the 
former  zon-
ing ordinance restricted devel-
opers from
 creating 
buildings 
se for mixed us. Mixed uses 
refers to a building that hous-
es both
 a level for commercial 
use and another for residen-
tial
 use. 
In the past, in order to cre-
ate a building with mixed 
uses, a special permit was 
required. According to Trask, 
a special permit 
was expensive 
and added a hassle.
 Moreover, 
the process 
was  not appealing 
to potential 
developers.
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The 
Paseo  Plaza condominium complex located
 on Fourth Street will be completed in 
1995.  
High
-cost 
housing  
future for San Jose 
By Michelle 
Lau  
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
Senior occupational  therapy
 major 
Dana Murata
 is one of roughly 450 res-
idents of the Colonnade 
apartments  
on S. Fourth 
Street.  Murata feels that 
it is easy 
to get any old apartment 
downtown, but finding
 a nice place is 
a challenge. 
"It's either, you want 
nice,  or afford-
able.
 There are other areas that offer a 
good price, but they aren't
 that clean. 
I guess you get
 what you pay for," 
Murata said. 
According
 to Murata, the 
Colonnade has a clean, mod-
ern atmosphere, is equipped 
with security and provides 
garage space. 
Despite  the 
advantages,
 with four people 
sharing an apartment, each 
roommate must 
pay $300 
every month. 
Following the opening of the 
Colonnade, the San Jose 
Redevelop-
ment Agency began a campaign to 
construct more downtown housing. 
Future developments appear to be 
inaccessible to college students
 with 
strained incomes and are targeted at 
middle-income urban professionals. 
According to Beth Trask of the San 
Jose Downtown Association which rep-
resents the downtown business com-
munity, the City of San Jose hopes to 
provide
 8,000 new housing units by 
the year 2010. The Downtown Associa-
tion has formed a task force consisting 
of reahors, financiers and other devel-
opment professionals to facilitate the 
construction of housing. 
"The  special 
task force serves as a 
go-between for
 the City and the Rede-
velopment 
Agency.  1 he mission of the 
special
 task force is to advocate 
the 
planning  of downtown housing that is 
mixed and 
balanced," Trask said. 
Members of the Downtown 
Associa-
tion worry that 
the Redevelopment 
Agency's  plan for new housing is lean-
ing exclusively toward 
upper -income 
households. 
Although
 much of the 
development is focused on upper to 
middle-class, Trask 
said the Redevel-
opment Agency must allocate roughly 
20 
percent  of the housing
 units to 
lower 
and moderate 
income  buyers. 
Trask said people 
who 
move downtown are likely 
to be those who enjoy 
the 
civic life. 
"Downtown 
offers so 
many amenities:
 mass 
transit,  
museums,  gal-
leries. 
restaurants  and cul-
tural 
attractions," Trask said. 
According to real tor Justin Dahl 
from 
downtown
 real estate 
age! ii
 
John V. Pinto 
Sc Associates, there is a 
steady stream of people 
moving  int() 
the downtown
 area. 
"Those people moving downtown 
are a mixed bag, and
 a lot of urban 
yuppies are moving 
here,"  he said. 
Rviand Mews condos 
With those upwardly
 mobile people 
in mind, the San Jose 
Redevelopment
 
Agency currently has six housing 
pro-
jects in progress. Among the six, the 
131 -unit condominium 
complex 
called Ryland Mews is scheduled to 
open its first 28 units in the
 
ii.si 
month. Accorrli tf Ti .1,k the slat 
around
 
C a 
mitt
 
IS 
See 
DOWNTOWN.  page 4 
Low 
salaries hurt UPD hiring 
By Dhyana WOOd 
Spartan
 
Dally Stall Writer 
Staff 
levels  
at
 the SJSU 
Univer-
sity Police 
Department
 may 
drop  
considerably in the
 next few 
years if officers
 leave due to long 
hi 
airs and low salaries.
 Many 
PD 
officers  are known to 
be 
actively looking for other work. 
"Of the 21 
officers,  seven 
are 
known to be testing for other 
jobs because 
salaries are so 
poor," 
Lt. Bruce Lowe said. The 
state has given no 
merit raises to 
CSU police officers since 1991. 
Salaries are the same through-
out the state for CSU
 police 
departments. Lowe said the high 
cost of living in the Bay Area and 
higher pay 
levels  at other local 
departments mean UPD
 salary 
levels are not 
competitive.  
SJSU
 has one of the highest 
crime rates in the CSU system.
 
Despite its 
traditionally  high 
crime rate, the 
number
 of sworn 
officers at SJSU
 has fallen, rela-
tive to other CSU campuses. 
"We always were ahead 
of 
them (other CSU 
campuses)  by 
five or six 
positions.
 We have lost 
the cushion we have 
historically  
maintained," Director
 of Public 
Safety Ric Abeyta said. 
Lowe said 
strict hiring 
requirements 
mean  vacancies 
may go 
unfilled for as 
long as 
eight months.
 He said low 
salary
 
levels  at UPD make recruitment 
difficult. 
See 
UPI).  
pages
 
Wednesday cinema 
offers  bargain flicks 
By Heather
 Hayes 
Sitn1211 
Daily Staff Writer 
Students on 
a budget 
often 
think 
about 
going 
to the local 
movie
 theater to 
spend $7 on a movie 
that has a 
less
 than a 
50/50 chance of 
being  really great. 
Wednesday Night 
Cinema 
takes place in 
the I 
Anna  Priem 
room 
in the Student Union and is 
$2.50
 a 
movie,  a low-cost
 option 
to mainstream 
theaters,  accord-
ing to James Moore, 
films  direc-
don' t 
tor at the A.S Program Board. 
"Our goal is to offer students 
an alternative place to see
 
movies 
and  relax," 
Moore said. 
Wednesday Night 
Cinema has been tak-
ing place for seven years 
and 
Moore, a 
Radio,  
television,
 Film major, 
took
 the films dire( tor 
position this past 
semes-
ter. 
The 
movies for
 Wednesday
 
Night Cinema
 are usually
 shown 
before 
they are 
released  on 
video and 
after the 
first  run in 
STUnENT
 
rni 
LIIII-E
 
the mainstream theaters. 
Wednesday 
Night  Cinema 
often shows 
movies  that are 
box-office hits.
 Among the 
movies  being shown
 this 
semes-
ter are 
"Philadelphia,"  'The Peli-
can 
Brief"  and "Mrs. Doubtfire." 
"We try
 to step into arts films, 
but they aren't really a big draw," 
Moore
 said. 
However, he is always open to 
suggestions for films. 
Moore orders the films 
by 
looking through catalogs front 
film dealers. When
 he sees a film 
See  MOVIE. page 8 
SJSU $22 
million
 
behind  
hi I jilld
 Anderson 
srocu, I t.ult Stall  Writer 
SJSU has a $22 million 
deferred 
maintenance
 backlog, 
the largest backlog of all the 
CSUs. The CSU 1994-95
 pro-
posed 
budget provides $24
 mil-
lion to address
 the deferred 
maintenance backlog of 
all 
C.SU campus
-
(5. 
The 
deferred main-
tenance
 back-
log 
consists
 of 
repairs and 
replacement
 
of 
campus  
facilities that 
can't 
be
 fixed 
because there 
is no money.
 
Campuses  
submit their 
lists of which 
of the 
campus
 facilities. 
The value of SJSU's facilities 
is 
estimated
 at $450 to $500 
million, said Mohammad Qay-
oumi, 
associate
 executive vice 
president of facilities develop-
ment and operations. 
The campus needs
 1.5 to 2 
of that amount 
for  
maintenance 
each year. 
percent 
'It's just like if you 
have
 things wrong 
with your car. You 
would fix 
the 
brakes before the 
stereo'  
Mohammad Qayoumi 
attiociate executive vicie, permidte:doof 
repairs  are need-
ed and the lists are then priori-
tized according to each 
CSU's 
need, said Colleen Bentley-
Adler, 
chancellor's
 
office  
spokesperson.
 
The funds needed for 
main-
tenance are based on  the value 
Qayoumi
 esti-
mates $7 
to 
$8 million a 
year 
is
 need-
ed. 
Sig 
receives an 
estimated 
$250,000  to 
$350,000 a 
year 
for 
deferred
 
maintenance. 
This is a 
result of 
the 
budget crisis, Qayoumi said. 
"Considering  the $22 
mil-
lion backlog, the funding 
we
 
get takes 
care  of the most 
immediate  problems," he said. 
He said the problems occur 
when  basic repairs such
 as 
leaky roofs are not fixed. Then 
over time
 
conditiims
 w(irsen
 
and repair cost increases. 
"When 
we 
have
 
funds
 
to 
make these repairs, it will take 
much  
larger sums of 
MOHO;  
to 
fix 
it,"  Qayoumi 
said. 
"Most of the items on the 
deferred 
maintenance
 list need 
to be taken care of to lengthen
 
the life of the facility," he said. 
These items 
include  roofs. 
heating and ventilation 
systems.  
flex* tiles, lighting and paint. 
At the tttp of the priority list 
is
 classroom 
renovation. 
This
 
includes  those in the health 
building, 
science building and 
art building. This renovation 
project will cost $510.366. 
The resurfacing of tennis 
courts at South Campus is also 
on the list with a cost of 
$171,700.
 
"When funds ale Iliad(' :wad-
able we see whit ft aem on the 
list has conditions that have 
worsened
 and needs
 immedi-
ate 
repairs," 
Qayoumi  said. 
"It's just like if you have 
things wrong with your car. You 
would 
fix the 
brakes
 before 
the 
stereo," he said. 
2 
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Editorial 
Financial aid policies 
limit student assistance 
uirks  in financial  aid policies at SJSU 
bar many students from participation 
in scholarship
 and loan 
programs.  
these ri es unfairly limit 
access  to financial aid. 
Unsatisfactory academic 
progress require-
ments disqualify some students 
from  receiving 
financial aid. 1.`ndergraduate 
students must com-
plete at 
least  12 units a semester to satisfy
 the aca-
demic  progress requirement. 
Graduate  students 
must
 complete eight units. This 
disqualifies  part-
time students. 
Limits on the 
length of time 
students can 
attend SJSU and 
still receive aid may 
make  stu-
dents ineligible, 
even
 if they have never
 received 
financial  aid before. 
This  time limit includes 
any  
time 
a student has spent 
at
 other schools. 
The time
 limit for 
undergraduate
 students is 
six 
years.  Graduate students
 have a three year 
limit. A year 
equals  24 undergraduate
 units or 16 
graduate units. 
Units from other schools are
 
included, even if 
these  units are non -transferable. 
Why are these 
students  being penalized? 
These 
time limits have nothing 
to do with the amount 
of aid a student may 
have
 already received. They 
may never have received 
any financial aid and are 
not unfairly sapping 
financial  aid resources. 
Access is even more
 limited for graduate 
stu-
dents, who in some
 cases attend SJSU full time for 
three semesters 
before  they are eligible for SJSU 
scholarships.
 
To qualify for an
 
SJSU
 scholarship for the fall 
semester, students must have completed at least 
12 units at SJSU by the previous fall. The reason-
ing behind this
 is that a grade-point average must 
be established before a scholarship will be award-
ed.
 
Graduate 
students  have already established a 
GPA at 
their previous school. A 4.0 from Harvard 
accumulated over four years is not sufficient to 
conyince the financial
 aid office the student will 
be academically successful at SJSU. 
This means that no students qualify for SJSU 
scholarships their first year on campus. Even if 
graduate students are 
enrolled  full time and are 
making  satisfactory progress by department stan-
dards, if they fail to complete enough units their 
first  semester, they won't be eligible for scholar-
ships the next fall. 
The financial
 aid office will not take spring 
semester grades into account until the end of the 
following
 fall semester. Does this imply the 
stu-
dent will 
not  be eligible for aid until two years 
after they enroll? And isn't there also a three year 
limit on the time  
graduate  students are eligible 
for aid? Clearly better policies are needed. 
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IF YOU
 DON'T 
INJURE  
YOURSELF  
ICE 
SKATING,  
SOMEONE
 
WILL  DO 
IT
 FOR 
YOU!!!  
MICHAEL
 RODRILIUE/ SPARTAN  
DAILY  
Don't be afraid to get 
dirty  
We
 are a 
super -clean 
society. At one time. 
I remember
 reading 
how Americans 
shower more 
frequently than 
anybody  in the 
world. 
There is also no other coun-
try in the world that offers such 
a variety of household cleaners 
and anti-bacterial 
soaps.
 We  fear 
dirt and odors more than we 
fear death itself. 
We claim that keeping clean 
has helped 
us
 virtually eliminate 
diseases like cholera and plague, 
which once killed off massive
 
populations. But cleanliness is 
our own demise. In our pursuit 
of a world free of dirt, we may 
soon have to live in a bubble. 
Our immune systems have 
been weakened by cleanliness. 
From the minute we are born, 
doctors try to teach us to wash 
our hands and get immuniza-
tion booster
 shots. 
We are recommended immu-
nization shots to go places even 
as near as Mexico. There, 
cholera is still a viable possibility 
and hot showers remain a mere 
luxury. Without the booster shot 
before our travels, we face 
hepatitis and malariadiseases 
virtually extinct in America. 
Furthermore, cleanliness 
makes us lose our touch with 
nature. We think our squeaky-
clean clothes and 
multi -vitamin 
fed bodies will 
help  us fight dis-
eases, but they work only to 
ster-
ilize us even more. 
In his writings, Lame 
Deer
 
Seeker of Visions, the Sioux 
Medicine Man, said it best, 
"Americans want to have every-
Kilt  
Hodge Podge 
'In our 
pursuit
 
of the
 world 
free of dirt,
 we 
may soon have 
to live in 
a 
bubble.'
 
thing 
sanitized.  No smells! Not 
even the good, natural 
man  and 
woman smell. Rub 
it out and 
then spray and dab some 
non-
human odor 
on
 yourself, stuff 
you can spend a 
lot of money 
on, ten dollars an ounce, so you 
know it has to smell good." 
We drink purified water 
because the water from our 
kitchen  tap may contain toxins. 
We have gotten
 so dependent 
on his "pure" 
water  that we puri-
fy creek and river water
 when 
camping out in the 
back
 coun-
try. 
Without iodine pills, water 
taken from 
creeks  and rivers 
may came giardia, a severe 
upset  
stomach.  
But our "pure" water contains 
chemicals that cleanse it. By try-
ing to keep our water supply 
clean,
 we only create problems 
for ourselves. Maybe giardia 
would not be such a 
threat to 
our stomachs if we always drank 
water straight
 from creeks and 
rivers. Maybe we would not have 
to worry about cholera if we had 
a natural immunity to dirt. 
I am not suggesting that sod-
ety stops keeping clean. It would 
be difficult to completely shift 
gears. We have become too 
dependent on modern cleanli-
ness. I often think keeping clean 
has been embedded into our 
genetic
 make-up by now. 
Stopping cleanliness dead in 
its tracks now would only make 
things worse. Maybe we just 
need to loosen up and become 
more a little more aware of why 
dirt and odors exist. 
We 
should
 learn more about 
ourselves before trying to get rid 
of things we 
consider  smelly, 
dirty or dead. Taking an anato-
my or an environmental studies 
class could be the first step in 
the path to awareness. 
The things we consider dirty 
or dead have reasons for exist-
ing. They may be alive and ben-
eficial in their own ways. The 
things we try to get rid of were 
here before our modern 
deodorants and cleaners. 
We 
need to know what we are 
destroying or we might find our-
selves dead in its place. 
Kira Ratmansky is a Daily 
columnist. Her column appears 
every other Friday. 
Manners are needed today 
/could
 not believe what I 
was hearing. The girl sit-
ting behind me in class 
was actually clipping her finger 
nails. Five minutes later, she 
began filing them. Social eti-
quette has reached a new low. 
It seems society 
has forgotten 
its manners. Literally. When was 
the last time
 you went out of 
your way to help a stranger?
 We 
will all go to 
the ends of the 
earth for our 
friends and family, 
but why have
 we chosen to 
neglect
 others? 
Riding home from school
 on 
the light rail, I 
witness  a sick 
social dilemma. As 
people pack 
into light-rail cars, they forget
 
their manners. Adults will
 sit 
and watch as an elderly 
man or 
a woman with a baby in her 
arms try to keep 
their balance 
as they stand in 
the front of the 
car. No one 
offers  to give up 
their 
seat.  
Now, there 
are the occasional 
times 
when  someone will snap 
out of 
their  trance and actually 
move for someone else, but it is 
rare. There are also the people 
who take up two seats on the 
trolley, one for themselves and 
one for their books. Even if 
there
 are people in the aisles 
packed like 
sardines, these rare 
few 
will sit reading a book, 
pre-
CARA 
BROGLIA
 
Writer's 
Forum 
'On my bad days, 
people have 
caught 
me
 using 
the  
occasional  
fmger
 gesture...' 
tending to 
ignore
 the stares 
from the 
cramped  smoked fish. 
Etiquette and
 manners are 
not 
foreign
 in this country. A 
majority  of us know what is 
proper,  so why do we chow to 
ignore it? 
Rebellion is a tool for people
 
who want to challenge society. 
They
 don't want to conform to 
societal norms, so they must cre-
ate an image that shows their 
individualism.  Rude or not, they 
make their point. 
Usually  they 
are saying "Leave me the hell 
alone. 
We dislike 
these people who 
treat us 
badly, but a quick look 
in the mirror will serve as a real-
ity check. However much we 
despise them, we are 
becoming
 
them. Life is so hurried and 
hectic, even I have done some 
things I am ashamed to admit. 
On my had days, people have 
caught me using the occasional 
finger gesture or have seen me 
lean out the window
 screaming 
profanities. I am not proud, but 
I also know I am not perfect. 
I don't expect people to con-
form to Miss Mariners, but I 
realize,that the crux of our sod-
ety hinges
 on how we treat one 
another.
 
It is important to 
remember 
that the people we may scorn 
today are going to be the peo-
ple who will scorn us tomorrow. 
My mom has a saying 
that has been permanently 
ingrained in my memory. "Treat 
others  how you would like to be 
treated." I know it isn't original, 
but it serves its purpose. If you 
want respect you must be willing 
to give it. 
Cara Btvglia is 
a Daily 
staff writer 
Black
 
apathy
 
killing
 
the
 
race
 
MARC
 J. 
SPEARS  
Writer's  
Forum  
We
 as African
-Americans
 are now cele-
brating
 "Black History
 Month." 
The  
accomplishments  
of our people 
are 
being 
focused
 on nationwide.
 As African -Americans
 
we also need 
to focus on the 
future  of our 
people  
during 
this
 month as well as 
our accomplishments
 
in 
the past. This month 
is supposed to be for 
the 
unity of our people. 
Many of us are stepping 
on 
one another. 
Black-on -black crime 
is still ravaging our neigh-
borhoods. We have 
more  of our people in 
jail
 than 
we have in college. 
Furthermore, murder is 
one of 
the major contributors
 of death for our 
young.
 
It isn't the white, 
hispanic,  or Asian killing our 
people. It is us. A black
 man killing another black 
man. Many deaths 
have  occurred over a silly argu-
ment or article of clothing.
 This is plain stupid. 
Every murder is stupid. 
Many of our people join gangs so they
 can have 
'As African-Americans we also 
need  
to
 focus on the future of 
our people during 
this month, 
as well as 
our 
accomplishments  
in 
the past.' 
something to belong to. We have to give the 
younger generation something more positive to 
join, be it sports, YMCA or YWCA, Big Brothers & 
Sisters, etc. We have to get the people who have 
nothing  to do, and nothing to look forward to off 
the streets. We have to give them something posi-
tive to do, and create a positive future for them. 
After
 living in San Jose for many years and living 
in Washington, D.C. last school year, I have learned 
that the black race doesn't have 
many
 businesses in 
its own 
community.  
In San Jose, the Asian population has 
many  
stores around the 
city  and they have not been in 
this town for a lone time. Instead of putting their, 
money in anybody s store, 
they
 go to those owned' 
by their people.
 With the backing of their own peo-
ple, their businesses thrive and don't fail. 
It seems any time a black 
man gets a business 
started it's not really
 supported. No money is put in  
it by us, and it 
fails.  We have to support our black,  
businesses
 the same way the Asians, 
hispanics,  and 
whites
 do. 
In 
D.C.,  and in many other 
cities,  the black pop-
ulation
 is upset because many of 
the businesses in 
predominantly
 black areas are not 
owned by them. 
Again, we must find the 
shops,  or any run-down' 
shops
 that aren't being 
used
 and re -furbish them 
with our own businesses. 
I 
know
 our race doesn't 
get loans and money 
just 
thrown at 
them  easily. I also know
 that this won't 
happen 
overnight.  We have to 
help  each other. The 
black 
banks  have to give 
their  people the loans
 that 
others 
won't give them.
 The successful 
black busi-
nessmen
 have to 
come
 back to their
 community 
and give 
guidance and 
a helping 
hand.  The 
African
-Americans who
 are rich need 
to help the 
less
 fortunate. 
Every black
 man and 
woman  with a skill
 can help 
their 
people,  have to 
come back to 
their communi-
ty and give. 
If
 we don't 
help
 each other,
 who will? 
Marc]. 
Spears  is a Daily
 staff writer 
Forum 
Page 
Policies
 
The  SPARTAN 
DAILY  provides a 
daily  Forum to 
promote
 a 
"marketplace
 of 
ideas."
 Contributions
 
to the page
 are 
encouraged
 from 
students,  staff,
 
faculty
 and 
others
 who are 
interested in 
the univer-
sity at large. 
Any letter
 or column 
for the forum
 page must
 
be 
turned in to 
Letters to the 
Editor's box 
in the 
SPARTAN  DAILY
 newsroom,
 Dwight 
Bente!  Hall 
209, 
or to 
the information
 booth in the 
Student Union. 
Articles  may 
also be 
mailed  to the 
Forum  Editor,
 
The 
SPARTAN  DAILY, 
School  of Journalism
 and Mass 
Communications,  
San  Jose State 
University,  One 
Washington  
Square,
 San Jose, 
CA
 95192. Fax 
arti-
cles to (408) 
924-3282.  
Articles 
and  letters MUST 
contain
 the author's 
name, address, phone
 number, signature 
and 
major. 
Contributions  must
 be typed or 
submitted  on a 
3.5 inch 
computer  disk using
 Microsoft Word
 on 
the 
Macintosh. Always
 bring a printout 
of
 your sub-
mission. 
Submissions  
become
 the 
property
 of the SPAR-
TAN DAILY 
and will be 
edited
 for clarity, 
grammar,  
libel 
and length.
 
Categories  available 
to non-Dsnx staff
 members 
are: 
 Campus 
Viewpoint:  300 to 500 
word essays on 
current 
campus,  political or 
personal  issues. Sub-
missions
 should be 
well
 researched. 
 
Letters to the 
Editor:
 Up to 200 words
 
responding  to a 
certain
 issue or point
 of view. If 
they 
are longer, they may 
edited for length. 
A, 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
San
 lost State
 University 
Friday. 
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AFRICAN
 
AWARENESS  MONTH 
COMMITIF.E
 & 
SJSU 
THEATRE
 
ARTS:  
Lecture/Workshop
 with 
actress  
Charmaine  
Crowell, 
1-
3p.m.,  SJSU
 Studio
 Theatre
 
HGH 103.
 Call Buddy 
924-4664 
CAREER 
PLANNING 
AND PLACE-
MENT:
 Resume
 Critique, noon, 
Costanoan
 Room 
SU. Call 
Career  Resource 
Center 924-
6033
 
CHINESE  CAMPUS 
FELLOWSHIP:
 
Guest speaker
-Rev. Simon Lau,
 
2:30p.m., 
Guadalupe  Room SU. 
Call 
Wingfield
 252-6876
 
CHI
 OMEGA: Pizza at Pizza 
Jacks, 
6:30p.m.,  Pizza Jacks, 
435 S. 6th St., meet at Chi 
Omega. Call Michele 279-9680 
COUNSELING
 
SERVICES: 
Group/General Therapy,
 Starting 
up Monday Feb. 21, 12m.-
1:30p.m. every Monday, Admin-
istration Building 
Room
 201. 
Call to sign up, Linda or Gail 
924-5910
 
DELTA SIGMA PI: Pizza Night, 
7:30p.m., Round 
Table Pizza, 
corner of 
Moorpark/Saratoga.  
Call Sandy 629-7032 
DIRECT ACTION ALLIANCE: 
meeting, "Fighting the Brutality 
of the Police," 
7p.m.  San Jose 
Peace Center, 7th 
Street. Call 
Juan 236-3765 
ICE HOCKEY 
AT
 SJSU: SJSU 
vs. San Diego, 9:45p.m., 
San 
Jose Ice Centre. Call Lou 993-
8638 
INDIA 
STUDENTS  
ASSOCIATION:  
Valentine's  Dance,
 8p.m.-1a.m., 
Ballroom 
SU.  Call 
Prasanna  
279-6925 
LLD
 STUDENT
 ASSOCIATION:
 
Speaker
 Series
-Dr.  Fred 
Genesse,  
3:30p.m.,
 
Almaden
 
Room SU.
 Call Fred 
252-6083  
MUSLIM  
STUDENTS  
ASSOCIA-
TION:  
meeting
 and 
praying,  I-
I :30p.m., 
Almaden
 
Room  
SU, 
Call Aziz
 
510/785-9169
 
SIKH 
STUDENT  
ASSOCIATION:
 
meeting, 
12:30-1:30p.m.,
 
Pacheco 
Room 
SU.  Call 
Parvin-
der 
924-8736  
Saturday
  
SJSU 
CYCLING  TEAM:  
Road 
Race, 
8a.m.-1p.m.,  
Fresno  State.
 
Call 
Mike  
295-1355
 
SOCIETY OF 
WOMEN ENGI-
NEERS 
(SWE): 
Picnic/Potluck,
 
11-4p.m.,  
Lake  Cunnigham,
 
Cascade Picnic 
Area.  Call Sim 
448-1354
 
SJSU 
THEATRE 
DEPARTMENT  
& AFRICAN 
AWARENESS 
MONTH 
COMMITTEE:  "Ain't I 
A 
Woman?:
 The 
Sojourner  
Truth 
Story, 8p.m., Studio The-
atre, HGH 
103.  Call 924-4664
 
Sunday  
SJSU CYCLING 
TEAM:  CRIT, 
TIT, 8a.m.-2p.m.,
 Fresno State. 
Call Mike 295-1355 
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Despondent man 
rents gun 
at range 
and commits suicide 
OXNARD, 
Calif.  (AP)  An 
unemployed 
man rented a 
gun 
and bought 25 
bullets
 at the 
Shooter's 
Paradise  indoor 
range. After firing 24 rounds at 
a target, he shot 
himself
 to 
death with the 
last  bullet. 
Bruce 
Paarmann,  34, left 
a 
suicide 
note in his 
wallet 
expressing depression 
over 
recent events in his life. 
After 
firing  24 rounds, 
he 
put the 
weapon
 in his mouth
 
and  fired the 25th bullet. Other 
patrons at the range said  they 
saw Paarmann fall backward,
 
then
 they noticed the 
bullet 
wound, Meyer said. 
On 
location
 
By Cynthia Pk kart]] 
spartan 
Daily Stall 
Write.  
One 
minute
 
its 
the  
SJSU 
engineering  
building
 
and the next
 it's the San 
Francisco Police
 
Depart-
ment. "Mind
 Over Mur-
der,"
 a made -for
-NBC
 mur-
der mystery 
flick,  films on 
location  at 
SJSU
 Thursday
 
and Friday.
 The movie 
fea-
tures 
Powers  
Boothe  
(Tombstone),  
Pam  Dawber
 
(My 
Sister  Sam)
 and 
Lisa
 
Collins 
all wrapped
 up in a 
fatal 
attraction  plot. 
Look
 
for it in the May 
television  
listings.
 
5 -IN LEESPARTAN
 DAILY 
Actor
 
Powers
 Boothe, center, prepares for
 filming 
Thursday.
 
$1.5 million in cocaine
 lost in traffic 
LOS 
ANGELES (AP)  
Investigators lost more than 220 
pounds of 
cocaine,
 worth about 
$1.5 million, during a botched 
sting operation targeting 
a drug 
distribution ring, 
authorities
 
said. 
The cocaine, sold by 
under-
cover officers to 
alleged  drug 
traffickers, was 
lost
 when a team 
of state narcotics agents couldn't 
follow the buyers in heavy traffic. 
By the time the agents 
found 
them, the cocaine 
was  gone, said 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Joseph 
Brandolino. 
"We ended up taking the sus-
pects down and arresting them 
but 
we never did find the 
cocaine," Brandolino 
said. 
The 
operation  was referred to 
as a reverse sting because, rather 
than buy 
cocaine, the 
undercover officers sold it in a 
bid to 
capture  those managing 
the 
distribution ring. Eight people 
were arrested. 
Officials with the U.S. Cus-
toms 
Service,
 whose Omega 
Task  Force directed the investi-
gation with the help of state 
officers, 
refused
 to comment on 
the case. 
"This is an ongoing investiga-
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lion, I cannot discuss any ongo-
ing investigation,"
 said Joseph 
Charles, the assistant special 
agent in charge of Customs' 
Los Angeles office. 
Agents sold the cocaine on 
Jan. 13 as part of a four
-month 
operation. 
The case began in October, 
after agents delivered about 200 
pounds of cocaine in 
another 
reverse sting
 operation. Five 
people were arrested and the 
cocaine was recovered in that 
case, Brandolino said. 
After the seizure undercover 
agents set up another 
deal  with 
alleged traffickers 
linked  to the 
earlier operation, officials said. 
But surveillance problems 
developed during the second 
operation.
 
The buyers managed to elude 
the 
surveillance  team and dis-
tribute the cocaine, which had 
been 
confiscated  in earlier cases, 
to their clients, he said. 
Officers trailing the target 
vehicle, a van, were caught
 in 
heavy traffic and lost track of the 
van several times, said Richard 
Flood, senior special agent in 
charge 
of
 Los Angeles regional 
office of the state Bureau
 of Nar-
cotic enforcement. 
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Downtown:
 Redevelopment
 of San 
Jose
 brings urban yuppies 
From 
page
 I 
lag price
 for new 
units, on 
N.
 
First Street,
 will start at 
middle-
income
 levels of 
$115,000 
and 
run to $239,000. 
Paseo Plaza 
condos 
Also among 
the  Redevelop-
ment 
Agency's
 condo develop-
ments is the 210-unit 
complex  
known as Paseo Plaza on San 
Carlos and 
San Fernando 
streets. 
By spring
 1995, 132 units of 
Paseo Plaza will be open to 
potential buyers. Aimed
 at mid-
dle to upper -income house-
holds, Trask said the starting 
price will range from $183,000 
to $325,000. 
Villa Torino 
rental  apart-
ments and
 Market Gateway con-
dos 
Villa Torino 
is to be built on 
the corner of W. Julian and N. 
Market streets. 
It will consist
 of 190 rental 
apartment units. 
Trask said the
 location used 
to 
serve  as a significant 30-year -
old law office building known as 
the 
Weir,  which was built by 
Aaron Green, 
a protégé of 
famous 
architect
 Frank Lloyd 
Wright. 
Controversy
 resulted as 
a group called the
 Preservation 
Action Council 
opposed
 plans 
to abandon the historical 
Weir  
and construct Villa Torino. 
Despite its 
efforts,  the San Jose 
City Council voted 10-0 to  tear 
down the 
Weir 
Completion of the Villa Tori-
no is tentatively scheduled for 
1996. 
Also slated for development 
is the 96-unit condo complex 
called Market 
Gateway, which is 
proposed to be built on S. First 
Street. 
According  to Trask, 
plans for Market Gateway have 
not been fully decided with the 
contract still pending. 
Loft -style housing 
Beyond condos and rental 
apartments, the Redevelopment 
Agency plans to debut a fresh 
trend of housing called loft -
style. The Redevelopment 
Agency is currently considering 
two locations to build these 
multi -level warehouse type 
housing. 
Hank Coca, who owns Coca's 
Hank Downtown Furniture 
store 
at
 82 E. Santa Clara, hopes 
to use the upper level of his vin-
tage 1883 building to construct 
20 rental lofts. 
According to Coca, the level 
above his store is now empty 
and he claimed people have 
been coming around to inquire 
about housing. Coca was not 
able to provide much informa-
tion on the new plans since the 
proposal is being considered for 
council review. 
Also on the schedule for 
redevelopment
 is the former 
building known as the Knights 
of Columbus on 40 N. First St. 
Trask said this 
location  will fea-
The Paseo Plaza
 
condominium  
complex,  located across from SJSU 
on Fourth Street, will have 132
 units available for sale by the spring of 
ture 44 
condo lofts 
and will be 
built for professionals
 who wish 
to work 
at home. 
"It will have special features 
such as hookups for 
computers, 
extra 
telephone  
lines
 for 
modem and fax 
use. It is geared 
for the business presentation 
type," Trask said. 
Trask said funding for the 
housing will 
either
 come from 
the city or from private funds. 
But, as Trask said, with the new 
development of the United 
KEN 
STATHAM-SPARTAN
 I 
A l l ,  
1995.
 Despite the need for student 
housing
 near campus, the condos 
will be 
sold  for $183,000 to $325,000. 
Artists theater as well as projects 
such as El Teatro Campesino, 
the San Jose Repertory Theatre 
and Guadalupe River Park, the 
Redevelopment Agency simply 
doesn't have the funds to cover 
all of its ambitious plans. 
vi 
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Friday,
 February 18th through Monday, February 
21st!  
TRADE
 
YOUR 
OLD CD'S 
FOR 
NEW 
MUSIC
 
THIS 
HOLIDAY  WEEKEND!
 
For 4 
days, 
Friday, February 18th
 
through
 
Monday,
 February
 21st, 
The 
Wherehouse
 will give you a $3 
DISCOUNT 
toward  the 
purchase  of 
any new CD or cassette 
(regularly priced $9.99 
or 
higher)
 for each full-length, 
undamaged
 used
 CD you 
bring in its 
original,  
undamaged
 
jewel box. We'll take 
any CD and 
you get $3 OFF! Don't miss the incredible 
Wherehouse 4 Day CD Trade -In Sale. 
The more CD's you bring in, the more you'll save on the best new music at The Wherehouse. 
One new CD or 
cassette  pw hods in 
(one for one). S3 discount Is maximum
 amount offered per title 
Some restrictions apply. Stores hart full details. 
Discount  
doss
 not apply to sole priced items. 
FOR WHEREHOUSE STORE LOCATIONS CALL 1-800-WHEREHOUSE 
k. 
Trask  said that the 
Redevel-
opment
 Agency's five 
year bud-
get will 
not be considered 
until  
April. 
"Everything is up 
in the air 
about where
 to put the money. 
No one knows," she said. 
Judge gives 
green 
light to 
Denny civil suit 
LOS ANGELES (AP)  A 
judge gave a qualified OK to riot 
victim Reginald Denny's lawsuit 
against the city, saying govern-
ment immunity 
may  not apply 
to civil rights cases. 
Superior Court Judge John 
Leahy said gave city 
lawyers
 two 
weeks to respond
 to the ques-
tion of whether immunity 
extends to cases challenging 
allegedly discriminatory pohcies. 
In the lawsuit Denny  con-
tends the Police Department has 
a policy of protecting affluent, 
white neighborhoods at the 
expense of poorer, minority 
areas. 
That claim, said Leahy, ele-
vates the Denny lawsuit above 
normal allegations that police 
should have done more to pro-
tect a particular individual. 
Leahy said he was unlikely to 
change his 
mind
 on the issue. 
He also noted
 that the question
 
was almost
 certain to 
land 
before the state
 Court of 
Appeal  
regardless of 
his  ruling. 
"Basically,
 all I'm going
 to 
decide here is who
 files the 
opening  brief" 
to the 
appellate
 
court, he said. 
Attorney 
Johnny  
Cochran
 Jr., 
who represents 
Denny,  said he 
was happy with 
the ruling. 
"What I think everybody
 
underestimated 
is the racial 
aspect of 
this,"  he said. 
"A race -
based  policy
 that caused 
(Denny's injuries) 
would  not be 
cut off by any
 immunities," 
he 
said. 
Deputy City 
Attorney Annette 
Keller did not comment after 
the hearing. 
Normally,  governments are
 
immune 
from
 liability for failing 
to provide a specific 
level  of 
police protection. 
Cochran said 
the  city has 
relied on a law passed in the 
wake of the 1965 Watts riots that 
immunized police from such 
lawsuits. No 
previous
 cases, how-
ever, have alleged racial
 discrim-
ination.  
Denny was yanked from the 
cab of his gravel truck and beat-' 
en at the intersection of Flo-: 
rence and Normandie avenues,, 
the flashpoint of riots that erupt, 
ed 
on
 April 29, 
1992.  
Police had 
withdrawn from 
the minority 
neighborhood ear
-
her in the day
 after residents 
launched  angry protests
 over. 
the 
acquittal  of 
police
 officers: 
charged in the 
Rodney  King: 
beating case.
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Spartans
 
to 
play  Pacific
 for possession
 
of 
second
 
place
 in Big
 West Conference
 
ost-second
 
shot 
sank  
SJSU 
in 
last 
meeting
 
with 
ligers in 
Stockton 
By
 Jennifer
 &Ina 
Spartan Daily Sports Editor 
The SJSU 
men's  basketball
 
team 
will  play for 
sole
 possession 
of second 
place 
Saturday  night
 
in what
 coach 
Stan  
Morrison
 
called  the 
most
 important
 game 
for
 his program 
in five 
years.  
After  losing 
to the 
Pacific
 Tigers 
at the 
buzzer
 on Jan. 
8,
 the Spar-
tans hope 
to have better
 luck on 
their 
home  court 
than they did
 in 
Stockton.
 Tipoff is at 
7:30  p.m. 
In 
that
 first 
meeting,  the
 
Tigers beat 
SJSU 69-67. 
Little did 
the  two teams 
know that 
when
 
they met again,
 they would be 
playing  for 
second
 place in 
the  
Big West 
Conference.  
"I don't 
know
 if there's 
been  a 
bigger 
game
 for our 
program  in 
the last 
five
 years," SJSU 
head 
coach  Stan 
Morrison  
said.  "This 
is big 
because
 of where 
it
 puts us 
in the
 conference."
 
If SJSU 
can get 
possession
 of 
second 
place  and finish 
the sea-
son 
there  or higher,
 the team 
will get a good
 seeding at the Big 
West  Tournament in 
March. 
The Spartans 
own  an 8-5 con-
ference and are 12-9
 overall. In 
Morrison's  five years at SJSU, 
this 
is his most successful
 season to 
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'Our
 greatest need 
isn't a matter of 
intimidating
 
Pacific. 
We
 need a 
full  house
 to see
 
our guys
 play
they
 deserve
 that.' 
Stan 
Morrison  
Now. Waled's"
 comb 
date. The 
Spartans  have the 
edge  in the series, 
71-70.  
Pacific coach Bob 
Thomason 
knows
 that although
 his team 
beat
 the Spartans at 
home,  play-
ing the SJSU squad
 could be an 
entirely  different 
matter on the 
road.  His Tigers are 
8-5 in con-
ference, 12-7 
overall.  
"We're not 
going to do any-
thing to 
surprise people," 
Thomason said.
 "On the road, 
we 
haven't  played very good 
defense. If we don't play good 
defense, 
we
 won't win." 
Thomason said that foul trou-
ble hurt his squad in the 
first  meet-
ing with SJSU. He hopes his play-
ers will be able to stay out of foul 
trouble this time, especially since 
the Spartans lead the Big West in 
team free-throw 
percentage (73.6). 
Neither team
 had
 games 
scheduled Thursday night and 
both had all week to prepare for 
Saturday's contest. In the six 
weeks that have elapsed since 
SJSU and Pacific played, Morri-
son believes his team has 
improved tremendously. 
"We are a much better team 
right now," he said. "We've con-
tinued to improve  our seniors 
are really leading this team. Usu-
ally, they hit a plateau and don't 
improve. But they are one of the 
reasons we've been doing so well." 
Aside from the physical and 
tenacious play of the Spartans, 
there is one more thing Morri-
son believes is key to winning 
Saturday night's game. 
"Our greatest need 
isn't a 
matter of intimidating Pacific," 
he said. "We
 need a full house to 
see our guys play  our players 
deserve that. We need people 
from the Residence Halls, the 
Greeks and the commuter stu-
dents to be coming to really par-
ticipate in what will be a very 
good and 
exciting game." 
KEN 
STATHAMSPARTAN  DAILY 
Senior Brandon Coupe, SJSU's
 No. 1 seeded player, practices 
Tuesday  at South Campus. 
Tennis
 teams 
set on 
improvement
 
By Laurel Anderson 
Spartan
 Daily Staff 
WriaT  
The 
Spartan men's and
 
women's tennis 
teams have set 
their goals to 
improve  their Big 
West
 Conference
 standings 
from
 
last season. 
John Hubbell,
 men's tennis 
team  coach, said 
it's difficult to 
judge 
what will 
happen  this 
sea-
son  because he's 
working  with a 
new team. 
The men's
 team has
 three 
new players.
 The players
 prac-
ticed  for the 
new season 
by work-
ing out on 
their own, 
as
 well as 
entering
 tournaments
 like the
 
Rolex 
Regionals  at 
Stanford.  
His team 
placed 
sixth  in the 
rankings
 at the
 Big West 
Confer-
ence last 
season. The
 team's 
record  
last 
year
 was 5-15.
 The 
men's  team 
is 
2-2 so far, 
with wins
 over 
Nevada,  
6-1 and 
Hawaii,  7-0. 
Men's tennis 
team members
 
Alan Alvistur,
 Ryan Marasigan
 
and Derek Del 
Rosario agree 
that their 
goal  is to win the Big 
West 
Conference. 
They  said this year's team is 
different 
from
 last year's because
 
they have
 better players. 
Women's  tennis coach 
Anh-
Dao 
Nguyen wants to win 
more 
tournaments than last 
year. The 
team placed
 last in the 
Big  West 
Conference
 last season,
 with a 5-
18 record..
 The women's 
tennis  
has lost
 its first three 
tourna-
ments against 
Hawaii,  Long 
Beach State and St. 
Mary's.
 
'We
 are rebuilding 
(the team) 
and 
want  to raise 
our
 Big West 
ranking," team
 member 
Julie  
Williams
 said. 
Nguyen 
is also working 
with  a 
new 
team. 
When
 she 
started
 
coaching it last 
year,  she had only 
three tennis 
players and had to 
recruit more 
players  from the 
human performance
 department 
Now she has 
11 players, includ-
ing six new team
 members she 
recruited from 
De Aura and 
Cabrillo colleges.
 Her goal for the 
season was to 
recruit "competitive 
players who
 will train hard and 
play 
tournaments." 
"We have a lot
 of ability and 
strong players," 
women's team 
captain Heidi Galeos
 said. 'With 
a little hard 
work  and determi-
nation,
 well get fat." 
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Focused
 
Spartans
 beat 
Rebels 
Three 
SISU
 
players
 
score  
in
 double
-figures in 
78-70  victory; team improves to 12-9 
By Bryan
 Cotton 
Special  to 
the Daily 
Someone 
forgot to 
tell the SJSU
 women's 
basketball  team 
that 
they
 were 
playing
 the 
No. 1 team in 
the  con-
ference Thursday
 night 
at the Event
 Center. 
After going 
into
 half-
time trailing 
26-34, the 
Spartans 
came
 back 
and beat UNLV, 78-70. 
In their 
first  meeting of 
the season,
 UNLV 
defeated  SJSU 8459. 
"This big difference 
in tonight s game was 
team effort," senior 
guard Chrissy Chang 
said. "We had five play-
ers on the court all the 
time playing and work-
ing together." 
The game looked 
like another
 UNLV 
blowout until Gretchen 
Seeley hit a 3
-pointer  to 
end the half. 
"Mentally, 
having that 
shot going in 
at
 the end 
of the half gave us an 
uplift," Chang said. 
The second half was 
dominated by the play 
of seniors. Forward
 
Hulett 
Brooks  led the 
team with 35 points and 
Chang had six assists. 
"Hulett (Brooks) 
stepped up 
an played 
like a 
senior," head 
coach Karen Smith 
said. "She 
played  an all-
around
 game." 
Smith
 praised the 
play of Chang 
as well. 
"Chrissy, by far, had 
one of her best
 games. 
She was very stable 
and 
sure of 
herself  and ran 
the offense well down 
the stretch," she said. 
"When you have seniors 
playing like seniors, 
you're going
 to  get a 
ANDY BARRONSPARTAN DAILY 
SJSU's LaDonna
 Irving drives to the basket against
 UNLV's Tonia Carter in the 
first half. Irving finished 
with
 14 points and 14 rebounds
 in the win. 
quality
 performance." 
The Spartans
 were 
forced to go without 
three of their players 
Thursday night, includ-
ing 
center  Shemekia 
Brown 
and backup 
point -guard Joi Turner. 
Chang managed to 
fight fatigue with the 
absence of Turner. 
1 knew I had 
to step 
up 
and  work through 
the tiredness," she said. 
"Down the 
stretch I 
didn't want to come 
out, even thought I was 
tired. But that's when 
you have to just dig 
deep within yourself to 
play hard." 
UNLV
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Imagine
 
Getting  
Quality PC 
Service 
At Student Prices', 
Get 25% off labor or a tree box of 
diskettes on your first visit. 
Bring 
in
 this ad for a special offer 
on top-notch Mac or PC service 
from your local SERV1C,enter. 
On 
your
 first visit, get 25% 
off laboror a free box
 of 
disketteson
 anything 
from 
repairs to a 
system welicheck
 to 
a memory
 upgrade. 
It's all backed by 
Digital.  with fast 
turnaround
 for
 all
 
kinds and 
brands  of 
PC products,  printers, 
and related
 peripherals.  So bring in 
your 
equipment  to us for a repair, 
a 
wellcheck, 
or even just a question. 
What 
could 
be smarter than 
great 
service at great prices? 
servicenter)u
 
632 E. Caribbean
 Drive, Surivele, 
WEI  747-3781 
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ABOVE: Marcus Prophett works on an order for one of his 
Mandelas,  pro-
tective spiritual shields,
 at the African Market. which is being held in the Stu-
dent Union 
this week as part of African Awareness month. 
RIGHT: Falou, a jewelry designer from Los Angeles, sells some of his cus-
tom-made
 jewelry at the Market. 
Photos by Jeanette L. Hanna 
Identities
 
of
 
secret
 
flower
 
givers
 
protected  
LOS  
ANGELES  
(AP) 
--
Mum's
 the word.
 
florists 
fielding 
queries
 about 
anonymous  
Valentine's  Day 
gifts  
have  a 
simple
 response:
 Our two 
lips 
are  sealed. 
On 
Tuesday,  a 
caller  to 
Los
 
Feliz
 Florists was
 from a man 
ask-
ing who
 sent him 
Valentine's 
Day tulips.
 
'The guy was 
going nuts 
try-
ing
 to find out who 
sent them," 
said Vince 
Crisboi, the
 manager 
of the 
flower
 shop 
who  dis-
patched
 them 
to the radio
 sta-
tion where the 
man worked. 
Crisboi fell 
back
 on his pro-
fession's 
unwritten  code: 
"I
 said, 
'We 
have hundreds
 of people
 
come  in the 
store and 'I 
can't 
remember 
who  the 
person  
wa "' 
But Crisboi 
hadn't  forgotten
 
the woman 
who  paid for the 
flowers.
 
"She said, 
'These 
flowers
 are 
really 
costing
 me a lot 
of
 money, 
you better 
not tell him 
who 
they're from,"
 he recalled. 
"She 
said, 'If he 
calls  and asks 
what  I 
look like, you 
won't tell him any-
thing about me,
 will you?" 
Crisboi promised
 to keep her 
secret.  
"The recipient 
basically
 isn't 
our customer.
 We really try to 
service 
our  customer," she 
said.
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Making  the
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stock
 
investing
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Suds. 
150 S. 
First Street (408) 
294-5483 
Must be 
21 or over with ID 
Saturday
 
ight
 
Don't
 
Miss
 
Spartan
 
Basketball's
 
Battle
 
for  
2nd  
vs 
UOP  
 
7:30  
pm
 
Don't  
Miss
 
the  
Women
 
in 
their  
Last
 
Home
 
Game  
of 
the 
Season
 
 
5:00
 
pm 
Women
 vs New 
Mexico
 
State
 
MEN'S 
REMAINING  
HOME 
GAMES.
 
February 
24th
 Men 
vs. Utah
 State  7.30 
February 26th 
Men vs. 
Nevada
  7:30 
Your 
I.D. is 
your 
Basketball  
ticket.
 
M & W Gymnastics,  Baseball & 
Softball
 
are 
just 
starting.
 To gain er 
trance
 
show 
your ID. at the gate. Ticket Info: 921-6333
 
By Nyle Brandenburg 
Spartan Daily 
Staff
 Writer 
For most people, 
working  is 
the main way to earn money. 
After it is 
earned,
 your money 
should work for you. There are 
many options available. 
The degree of risk is directly 
related to the return for almost 
all 
investments.  Individuals who 
take risks are rewarded with 
potentially higher returns. 
More
 
conservative
 investments will pro-
vide greater stability and lower 
returns. 
The length 
of the investment 
is another key 
consideration.  
Investments in stocks have had a 
9.8 percent average rate of 
return ,each year, since 1927. 
The average rate of return over 
the best twenty year period was 
17.2 percent Stocks averaged a 3 
percent rate of return each year 
during the 
worst  twenty year 
period: 
The rate of return 
on
 an 
investment  is the total amount of 
interest paid in a year. A $1,000 
investment with a 10 percent rate 
of return will grow to 
$1100 after one year. 
Stock investment risk 
increases 
substantially  as 
the 
duration of the 
investment decreases 
The best five year perfor-
mance was a 
24 percent 
rate of annual  return. The worst 
performance investors suffered 
over a five 
year
 period was an 
average 12 percent loss for each 
year. 
Investors 
must have a stomach 
for the inevitable 
downturns in 
the market. Since 
1927  the mar-
\ I 
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S 
ket has lost more than 10 per-
cent of its value in a single day, 
41 times. Investors who can ride 
out these setbacks have 
been
 well 
rewarded. 
Since 1927, treasury 
notes  and 
municipal bonds have had aver-
age annual returns 
of 
5.4 and 4.6 percent, 
respectively. Stocks have 
outperformed these 
other investments by an 
average 
margin  of two to 
one. 
Investors should
 be 
able to live without the money 
they are placing in stocks. The 
higher risk could 
result in a par-
tial to 
complete
 loss of their ini-
tial investment. Relying on the 
money for normal expenses 
could cause an investor sell out 
while the maiket is in a down 
cycle. 
Most  financial planners rec-
ommend 
keeping
 enough 
money to pay for living expenses 
for six months,
 in checking and 
savings accounts. Additional 
funds should be invested to gen-
erate 
a higher rate of return. 
Young investors should 
choose high risk investments. 
Middle age investors
 should 
decrease their high risk holdings 
and move towards medium risk 
investments  
Mature investors should elimi-
nate their remaining high risk 
holdings and
 focus the majority 
of their funds into low risk hold-
ings. 
Young investors are better 
able to recover from losses so 
they are encouraged to invest for 
the highest returns. 
Family says 
spider bite killed woman 
SANTA PAULA, Calif. (AP) 
 Three months after she was 
bitten by a spider, a woman died 
from massive infection her fami-
ly claims was the result of the 
untreated wound. 
The  body of Linda Loughan, 
44, was found  in her bed Tues-
day, said Deputy Coroner Inves-
tigator jim Wingate. 
The woman's 
mother,
 Mari-
lyn Loughan,
 told investigators 
her daughter was bitten by a spi-
der on Nov. 22 and it became 
infected. The type of spider 
wasn't known. 
The  wound wasn't 
treated 
because the woman's 
Christian  
Science religious
 beliefs prohib-
it treatment by 
a doctor. 
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Vietnam,
 
U.S.  
closer
 
to 
establishing
 
ties 
I]
HANOI,
 
Vietnam
 
(AP) 
- 
Vietnam
 and
 the 
United
 
States
 
moved  
closer  
to
 
establishing
 
diplomatic
 
ties
 
Thursday
 as 
Hanoi  
announced
 
talks 
to be 
held  in 
both  
countries  
that 
would 
touch
 on 
human
 
rights
 in 
the  
communist  
country.
 
It
 will be 
the first
 time 
since  the 
end  of the
 Vietnam
 War 
in 1975 
-when  
the 
U.S.-backed
 
govern-
ment
 fell 
to the 
Communist
 
North  - 
that
 talks 
will be 
held  
simultaneously
 
in both 
coun-
tries. 
The 
announcement
 
comes 
two
 weeks
 after 
President
 Clin-
ton
 lifted 
a 19-year 
trade 
embar-
go 
against 
Vietnam 
and pro-
posed  the
 
establishment
 
of liai-
son  offices 
in
 Hanoi and
 Wash-
ington.  
Vietnam 
appeared
 to be 
mak-
ing a 
concession 
by agreeing
 to 
talks on 
human 
rights  violations,
 
the most 
sensitive issue
 among 
Communist 
Party leaders.
 
Foreign
 
Ministry  
spokeswoman  
Ho The 
Lan told a 
news confer-
ence the 
talks would 
be held in 
New  York 
at the 
end  of the
 
month. 
But  she said 
that both 
sides 
"share the view
 that the 
normal-
ization of 
relations  
between
 Viet-
nam and 
the  United 
States  is in 
no way 
attached to 
political 
con-
ditions." 
Lan 
said talks 
on
 U.S. 
financial
 
claims 
against
 Vietnam 
that had 
been set 
to
 begin in 
Hanoi  Tues-
day were
 being 
rescheduled
 to 
allow time 
to broaden the 
agen-
da to include new 
issues.
 One of 
them, she said,
 is the establish-
ment of a U.S. liaison
 office in 
Hanoi and a Vietnamese
 liaison 
office in Washington. 
Reports from 
Washington said 
the talks are now 
scheduled  for 
next week. 
Lan said she
 had no informa-
tion on reports 
from Washing-
ton that Secretary of State 
War-
ren Christopher 
would  visit Viet-
nam in March. 
Japan
 
to 
assemble 
trade  package 
under  U.S. pressure 
ElTOKYO
 (AP) - 
Under  the threat of U.S. 
sail( 
tions, the 
government 
decided Thursday
 to develop a 
wide-ranging 
package  of mea-
sures to 
trim
 Japan's record
 
trade surplus
 and possibly head
 
off a 
trade  war. 
Prime
 Minister 
Morihiro
 
Hosokawa and top 
trade nego-
tiators 
agreed to focus on four 
areas - promotion of imports 
and foreign investment, deregu-
lation, tougher 
anti -monopoly 
enforcement, 
and  fairer govern-
ment purchasing. 
The decision reflects growing 
anxiety 
in Japan over U.S. 
threats of trade 
retaliation fol-
lowing a breakdown in talks in 
Washington
 last week on reduc-
ing the two countries' 
trade 
imbalance. 
"The ball is in Japan's court," 
said the chief 
government 
spokesman,  Masayoshi Takemu-
I it.
 
He said the government 
needs to plan the
 package care-
fully  because it 
will
 "lead to a 
change  in style and 
structure of 
the entire Japanese 
economy." 
On Thursday, 
the United 
States 
announced
 the 
trade  
deficit with 
Japan  shot up 
nearly
 
24 percent
 last year to a 
record 
$59.3 
billion, 
surpassing 
the 
$56.3 
billion  set in 
1987.  
The four 
areas in the 
new 
trade package
 reflect key 
U.S. 
complaints. 
But the 
package
 is 
unlikely 
to
 solve the 
key issue 
that 
caused
 last week's 
deadlock:  
a 
U.S.  demand for
 numerical 
benchmarks to 
measure the suc-
cess  of trade agreements. 
Japan 
contends  specific
 goals 
would require 
too  much inter-
ference in business 
decisions. 
Takemura
 said the new 
pack-
age might be 
worked
 out before 
a meeting of 
finance officials 
from the
 Group of Seven
 richest 
industrial nations
 on Feb. 26. 
Japan may 
send  an emissary
 to 
Washington to 
explain
 the pack-
age once it is ready, he said. 
Japan's strategy is to keep the 
trade dispute from boiling over, 
because a trade war with the 
United States - by far its 
biggest market - could cause 
serious economic damage. 
"We 
ought to deal with specif-
ic issues in an objective  manner. 
We should not handle trade 
issues sensationally," said Kochi-
ro Matsuura, a deputy foreign 
minister, referring to a cellular 
telephone dispute with Wash-
ington. 
On Tuesday, Trade Represen-
tative Mickey Kantor said the 
United States was considering 
sanctions against Japan for 
allegedly violating an agreement 
to open its market for 
cellular 
telephones. 
Tokyo insists that U.S. nego-
tiators have failed to understand 
its position and that much of the 
trade imbalance is caused by 
insufficient efforts by American 
companies in Japan. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
NEW 
STUDENT  DOITAL PLAN: 
Mite visits and 
x-rays no charge. 
SAVE MONEY and
 your teeth. 
Enroll now! 
For brochure see A.S. Office or 
call (800)655.3225. 
DO YOU LOVE BASES ILTODOIERS7 
Nonprofit Family 
Service Assoc. is 
looking for daytime volunteers to 
provide childcare for up to 4 hours 
a 
week
 while their mothers attend 
counseling sessions 
in downtown 
San Jose. Tue. 10am . 3pm., Wed. 
: gem - Ncon, Thur. 5:30pm
 - 8pm. 
Call Child 
Watch at 
2896200. 
100% PURE  ADRENAUNE 111111 
Experience the thrill of free falling 
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area's 
only 
ski3Orving
 center. Come join 
us
 
for a tandem 
jurnp  and enjoy your 
first skydive with only 45 
minutes 
of
 training. For the true thrill seek-
er, try an 
accelerated freefall
 
course and find yourself on the 
fastest road to becoming 
a 
certified skydiver,
 starting with a six 
hour class 
and  a mile long 
freefall  
the same 
day.  Videos of 
your
 jump 
also available. 
Owned  and 
operat-
ed by 
SJSU  students 
and grads. 
For 
more  info call 
(510)634.7575.  
WraMarn
 
AUTO 
INSURANCE  
Campus  
Insurance
 Service 
Special  
Student
 Programs
 
Serving SJSU for
 20 years 
- "Great Rates 
for  Good 
Drivers"
 
"Good Rates 
for Non-Good 
Drivers' 
SPECIAL 
DISCOUNTS  
"Good  
Student"
 "Family
 
Multi -car
 
CALL 
TODAY  
296-5270
 
FREE QUOTE 
NO HASSLE 
NO
 
OBUGATION  
Also open 
Saturdays  9-2. 
$50.00
 STUDENT
 DISCOUNT!
 
ASTORIA 
INSURANCE
 
BROKERAGE
 
Auto, Jet
 Ski. 
Motorcycle,  
'Boat, 
Home owners
 Insurance.
 
 'Alumni" 
serving  "Students" 
...Talk 
to me. I'll 
help you. 
DUI? 
Accidents?  
Suspended  Lic? 
;Call  me, 
(Don)
 
408-247-3734.
 
Open on 
Sat/Sun
 with 
apPt.
 
onlY1  
MUM 
MOVING! MUST SELL 
furniture.  
clothes,
 Chairs, moped, baby 

 
Items, toys. Everything
 must 
go by 2/27/94. 
Cell  Ted at 
408-297.3232. 
MAC SE 
4/40,  Smarm  7.1 
24006  
modem, carrying
 case, security 
cable. $650.00.
 Marc 374-1257 
NINTENDO WITH 5 GAMES: $50. 
Ketch CE550 
Ski  Boots, size 10: 
$60. Call 
Chris,  408/287-8318. 
HELP 
WANTED   
SALES 
REPS  NEEDED Pd. 
Training) 
High
 
comm. 
($300.-$400./wk.(;
 
pt/ft;  eves/wknd, 
flex hrs; full 
benifits;
 
mgmt. opportunities! 
C41510-792-6550.
 
GENERAL OFFICE
 WORK! 
Morning/afternoon  shifts avail.
 
Computer  lit. - Mac. or Windows. 
Call 
Prostarl  408-745-0655. 
1183 Bordeaux Dr. S'vale 94089. 
LOS GATOS RAM 
REAL ESTATE 
exchange  company is expanding
 
and is 
in need of additional 
personnel. 
Senior  business 
and/or MBA students 
desired  for 
entry level position. Computer 
skills & 
real estate experience or 
knowledge helpful. 
Full  or 
part 
time positions available. Training 
provided.
 If interested 
please  call 
(408) 356-8100. 
ACUFACTS, INC. 
Security guards/patrol officers
 
Full-time/Pad-time.
 All shifts.
 
Apply Mon -Fn. 8am-6pm. 
5550 Meridian Ave. 
San  Jose. 
(408) 286-5880. 
SHERATON SAN JOSE is now 
hiring 
for the following: 
 Food 
Server-
 P/T 
 Front 
Desk
 Clerk- P/T 
 Cocktail 
Server  PIT 
Applications accepted: 
Mon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
1801 Berber Ln. 
Milpitas  
(408) 943-0600 ext. 168. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
 
Currently
 hiring for various
 full & 
part- time teaching 
positions  for 
preschools & school-age
  
programs 
(extended day care). ECE units 
required for both preschool
 8. 
school
-age programs Of elementary 
education  units may apply 
for 
school-age programs 
only.  Experi-
ence preferred. Substitute posi-
tions available,  
flexible  schedule
 
does not interfere with 
your  school 
or study time! Advancement tipper. 
tunities available with our 20 
schools located throughout the bay 
area. 
Medical/Dental
 benefits 
available  for full-time 
employees.
 
Please call 408/257.7326 to 
discuss your 
interest & availability.
 
SECURITY-
 $7.03TO $L2.00 /HR. 
Security / 
Control  Center / EMT's 
Weekly Pay Checks. 
Medical / Dental / 
Vacation  Pay. 
Full-time
 or Part-time. 
Slas:Nft.)Aew/Milpitas/S1/S  
Clara 
No experience
 Necessary. 
Day shift 
starts: 6. 7 
or
 8 am. 
Swing  shift 
starts:  3 or 
4 pm, 
Grave shift 
starts:  11 or 12 
pm. 
Apply 
Sam- 5pm, Mon. 
-Fri. 
Vanguard 
Security  Services 
3212 
Scott  Blvd. 
Santa  Clara.
 
CLERK/CUSTOMER
 SERVICE 
small 
mattress/used  ft:nitre
 store, 
near SJS. 
Informal  
atmosphere,  
jeans OK 
PT/FT.  Bud: 
294-5478,  
LOOKING FOR 
STUDENT TO
 PUS. 
the 
INsider 
Magazine
 on campus
 
& 
to manage 
local concert 
series. 
We finance  
start-up 
costs.  Earn 
top income (15..130. 
Per  hour) 
gain 
valuable  
experience.
 Great 
for
 mkting 
or 
advertising
 
major.
 
Cali 
805838-3094
 
COUNSELOR/SKILLS 
TRAINER  to 
work with 
DD adults. 6 mo exp. 
$6./hour. Fremont. 5102260505. 
MkWAdv - 
Promote
 & represent 
AT&T on campus for 
semester.  
Excellent  compensation. 
Call Deb 
at 
806592-2121  x137. 
HIRING SUMMER MANAGEMENT 
NOW! 
College  Pro 
Painters,
 
established in 
1971.  Outlet 
Manager  positions 
available 
in 
Northern
 California.
 Average 
summer
 
profit
 
$8,000.
 Call 
1-800-392-1386  for info. 
CRUISE 
SHIPS  HIRING- Earn 
up 
to 
$2,000+/mo  on 
Cruise Ships 
or Land
-Tour  companies. 
Summer  
& Full-time 
employment 
available.  
No 
exp  
necessary.
 For info. call 
1-2066340468 ext. 
C6041. 
EARN 
GREAT  MONEY! 
Environmental
 company 
expanding in the
 Bay Area 
seeks
 
motivated individuals with 
good people skills. PT/FT. 
Training 
provided.  
408.2624442. 
POSTAL JOBS 
AVAILABLE!  
Many positions. Great
 benefits. 
Call 1-800436-4365
 ext. P-3310. 
WMW  
2 Bedroom Apartment
 $750/mo. 
 Security type 
building  
 
Secure 
Parking  
 Close 
In 
 Modem Building 
 Free Basic 
Cable  service 
 Laundry Room 
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. 
(408) 295.6893. 
WILLOW GARDEN APTS. 
408-998-0300. Minutes from 
San Jose State. Spacious 2 
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
 
Ideal
 for students and room-
mates.
 Swimming pool, saunas, 
weight room 
& club house. 
Quality living at a reasonable 
rate. 1750 Stokes St. 
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING! 
Be the first to occupy these 
newly 
upgraded  units. Studios, 
one and two bedrooms from 
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU. 
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about 
move  in bonus. $400. dep. 
No pets. 
55 South 6th St 
408-292-5174. 
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR APT 
in landmark bldg. Fk.ge windows, 
miniblinds, new 
appliances 
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C. 
Neutral carpet, intercom entry, 
gated covered 
parking,  laundry 
room.Great views! 1 blk from 
campus. 2 persons OK 
Rent  from 
$640. 
Aspen Vintage 
Tower 
297-4705. 
700 S. 11Ih 
STREET
 APTS. Large 
2 bdrm./2
 be. $695.-
 $745. 
/mo 
Responsive 
management.  Walk 
or 
ride bike to school. Very clean.
 
roomy
 & 
remodeled.
 Secured
 
entrance.
 Laundry faculties. Cable
 
TV. 
Ample  parking. Call
 
288-9157.
 
$350: 1 OR. 
$176:  ROOMMATE 
share.  555 So. 10th / E 
Williams 
Contact 
Robert 297
 7554 
1BD:
 $550 / 
STUDIO:
 $525. 
Deposit 
$250.  One week free!
 
Nice  bldg. 
Walk  to SJSU.
 
HMS:
 997-8200 
x335.  
4 
LARGE  ROOMS 
FOR ONE 
person. 
Must  be clean,
 quiet. 
sober, mature and
 financially 
secure. Classic
 apartment! 
551 S. 6th St. 
Mike 292-3239.
 
SERVICES  
DIPERENCED 
EDITOR  WILL POLISH 
your essay, 
report, proposal, 
thesis, or letter till it 
shines!  Your 
success depends upon the 
quality 
of your writing.
 Call Dave 
Bolick, 
510401-9554.
 
VISA/MASTER.
 
CARD. FAX.
 Emergencies O.K. 
PROFESSIONAL  
GUITARIST 
w/B.A. and 
15 years experience
 
is now accepting 
students wishing 
to excel at guitar 
or bass.
 All 
levels
 and 
styles apply Beginning. 
Intermediate,
 and advanced
 in 
jazz, rock, 
fusion, blues, funk,
 
reggae
 and folk. 
Call  Bill Ireton 
at 
408.298.6124.
 
50% DISCOUlfT1 
Permanent Cosmetics
 by Trish. 
Enhance
 your natural 
beauty!  
Eye Liner - Ups 
- Eyebrows. 
Expires
 June 1st, 
1994. 
408.3793500
 
Hair Today 
Gone  Tomorrow 
621 E. Campbell 
Ave. #17, 
Campbell,
 CA 
95008. 
YOUR 
UNCLE  OWES YOU
 MONEY 
If Uncle
 Sam has a 
refund
 for you, 
get  I,, time for SPRING 
BREAK by 
electronically 
filing
 your 
completed
 
federal
 tax return at Nor 
Walls & Co. 
For a 
low $60. you can get
 your 
refund
 in as soon 
as 2 weeks. 
Call 280.5690 for 
your $1 
now! 
MEN & WOMEN  BARE IT ALL! 
PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL.  
Stop shaving,  waxing, tweezing or 
using chemicals.
 Let us perma-
nently 
remove  your unwanted hair. 
Back - Chest - Lip- Bikini  Chin  
Tummy etc. Students S, faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price
 if made
 before
 June 30, 
1994. Hair Today 
Gone Tomorrow, 
621 E. Campbell 
Ave. #17. 
Campbell . (408)3793500. 
LEGAL SERVICES 
Criminal Defense
 
 
Drunk  Driving 
 Theft 
Charges  
 Drug Charges 
Personal Injury 
 Auto/Motorcycle 
injuries  
 Slip & 
Fall  injuries 
No fee if no recovery. 
BENZADI LAW OFFICES 
111 N. Market 
St.  #XE. San
 
ins,.' 
Tel: 408.971.3ff
 1 
SERVICES  FINANCIAL 
S$ MONEY 
FOR  COLLEGE IS 
$135
 
million unclaimed! 
Scholarship matching
 
guaranteed! 
FREE  informative 
booklet! 24 hour 
recording, 
Call
 now! Toll Free' 
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210. 
$5 
BILLIONS  
available for 
your  
education,  all students qualify! 
Free 
message
 (8001666 -GRAD. 
CORPORATE 
SCHOLARSHIPSIII  
The 
private  sector wants to fund 
your 
education!  
Billions
 
Of
 1$ in 
corporate 
financial
 aid goes 
unclaimed  each year. 
Why? 
People 
don't  know where or 
how 
to 
apply  for it. 
Learn
 how to tap 
into this valuable resource 
Call now: 
408.236-3747.
 
Germany 
cuts  key lending rate 
EJBONN,
 Germany (AP) - 
The central bank 
lowered
 
a key interest rate Thurs-
day, a long-awaited move aimed 
at helping to heal Germany's 
recession -battered economy and 
boost other west European 
nations. 
The Bundesbank eased the dis-
count rate, the cheapest rate for 
commercial loans, from 5.75 per-
cent to 5.25 percent. The Lom-
bard, the rate for emergency 
funds from the central 
bank, was 
kept at 6.75 percent. The dis-
count rate is the 
more
 important 
one to investors. 
It was the first time since Oct. 
21 the Bundesbank had lowered 
a key rate. 
Central banks in Austria, Bel-
gium, Italy and the Netherlands 
followed the Bundesbank's lead 
by cutting rates. Germany is 
Europe's
 biggest economy, and 
the policies
 of the Bundesbank 
have a big influence on the rest 
of the continent. 
Lower interest rates can help 
spur economic growth because 
they make money cheaper and 
stimulate loans and investment 
"I think this has to be wel-
comed by everybody,* said Peter 
Pietsch, an economist at the 
Commerzbank in Frankfurt 
The Clinton administration 
wants Germany to quickly exit 
from its recession, partly because 
that could boost American 
exports. Weaker
 European 
demand
 for U.S. goods was one 
reason why the United States 
reported a 1993 trade deficit of 
nearly
 ;116 billion Thursday,
 the 
worst in five years. 
The Bundesbank said lower 
inflation and 
a recent strength-
ening of the 
mark allowed it to 
ease the discount 
rate. 
"The Bundesbank
 was forced 
to act now because
 the econom-
ic situation in 
Germany
 is very 
fragile,"  said Pietsch. 
On Monday,
 the Bundesbank
 
said the west 
German economy 
- 
the country's 
economic 
motor - shrank by half a per-
centage point in the last quarter 
of 1993. 
Unemployment last month hit 
a postwar record of more than 4 
million. 
Nearly
 half a million 
more 
workers are expected to be 
jobless at the end of the year. 
The economic turmoil has  
weakened Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl, who has been in office 
nearly 12 years. 
Current  polls 
show him losing the Oct 16 ekc-
tions. 
Economics Minister Guenter 
Redrodt welcomed the 
Bundes-
bank's move, saying it 
creates "a 
further improvement in Ger-
many's economic climate." 
Finance Minister Theo Waigel 
also welcomed the announce-
ment but said there could
 be no 
full economic recovery unless 
German  unions let companies 
cut their 
wage costs. 
Cocaine
-processing chemicals seized, 
two policemen arrested in Colombia 
4 
BOGOTA, 
Colombia 
(AP)
 - Troops raiding a 
warehouse in Cali arrest-
ed two policemen who were 
guarding cocaine -processing 
chemicals for the city s drug car-
tel, officials said Thursday. 
The soldiers also seized chemi-
cals worth about $1.2 million 
and detained four others in the 
raid Wednesday, army comman-
der Gen. Rafael Hernandez told 
reporters. 
The policemen, who 
were not 
identified, will be fired and 
turned over to 
judicial  authori-
ties, police said. 
The Cali cartel, the world's 
largest cocaine distributor, has a 
long history of buying off police-
men and infiltrating institutions 
in its home city. 
Phone: 924-3277  FAX: 
924-3282  
$ HOME  BASED BUSINESS S 
Home based businesses are 
growing
 at an 
alarming  
rate. 
Cash  in on this money making 
opportunity and get  your share 
of this multi -million dollar 
a year legitimate industry. 
No  
gimmicks.
 Learn how you 
can
 earn as much as $50,000. 
within the next 3 months. 
HURRY! Please send $5.00, 
for an 
informational
 packet. to 
L.J. Marketing, 
P.O. Box 10429 
San Jose. CA 951570325.
 
Certain advertisements In 
these columns may refer 
the reader to specific 
telephone 
mothers or 
addresses for additional 
Information.
 Classified
 
readers
 should be reminded 
that, when InekIng these 
further contacts,  they 
should require complete 
InlormatIon
 before sending 
money for goods or sou 
Oces. In addition. readers 
should 
carefully  investigate 
finns
 offering employment 
Ihrtings or coupons kr 
discount 
vacatiora or 
merchandse.
 
TIMM. 
AA CRUISE&TRAVEL Employment 
Guide.
 Earn big $15  + travel the 
world free! (Caribbean. Europe. 
Hawaii. Asia!) 
Hurry, busy sonng & 
summer
 seasons 
approaching.  
Free student travel club member-
ship!
 
Cal 
1919) 
929-4398
 ext. 
C181. 
WORD 
PROCESSING
  
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing. 
Theses,
 term
 papers,  group
 
projects, resumes, letters, etc. 
All 
formats.  especially
 APA. 
Experienced, dependable,
 quick 
return. 
Transcriptions
 available. 
Almaden / Branham 
area. 
Call Linda (408) 264-4504 
I HATE TO 
TYPEI  
If this got your attention, give your-
self a break. Let me do it for you! 
Pick up and 
delivery  $1.00. 
Resumes, term
 papers & theses. 
APA format. $2.00 per double 
spaced page / 5.00
 minimum. 
Cash only. Call Julie- 
9988354.  
WORD
 PROCESSING / TYPING. 
West
 San 
Jose/Cupertino.
 APA-'-
"Term papers 
Group
 
projects
 
*Thesis Letters
 "Applications
 
Reasnes *Tape transcription. ac 
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
 
Laser
 
printer.
 Days & 
evenings.
 
7days. SUZANNE, 446-5658. 
HATAVARDFROMONTUMON CRY 
Wordprocessing
 and 
typing:
 
All work accepted!!  Reports  
Theses
  
Proficient  with APA. 
MLA, and 
Turabian  
formats:
 
Quick & 
Speedy turnaround:
 
WP 5.1, Laser printer. 
Call  me 
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm. 
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504. 
EXPERIENCED  Word PIOCINIINI. 
Retired
 secretary Let me do 
the typing!! 
Resumes,
 term 
papers,  theses, etc. Grad 
8, undergrad. IBM Computer. 
Laser
 
printer.
 Fax 
machine.
 
Nortary 
Public. 
Appointment
 
necessary.
 Call Anna at 
972-4992.
 
EXPERT WORD 
PROCESSORS.  
Science and 
English 
papers/  
theses our specialty. Laser print-
ing Free
 spell 
check  and storage. 
APA. Turabian 
and other formats. 
Resumes,
 editing,
 
graphics
 
and other services available. 
Masterson's
 Word Processing.
 
Call Paul
 or Virginia 
408.251-0449. 
MYRA PROFESSIONAL 
Expearnoa
 
Typing & 
transcnotion for ALL 
your  
needs including COLOR. Copying. 
binding & FAX available Pick up 
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES. 
Timeliness & 
satisfaction 
guaranteed. 
Tutoring available
 
in 
some  
sutryects. Contact Candi
 
at (408)
 369-8614. 
CALL MARCIA 28841448 
for
 
Word Processing Services
 
Edit & Formal Specialist for 
Theses/Projects  
(Term 
Papers
 
APA  Turablen  
MLA 
Grammar,
 Punct.. 
Phrasing  
Tables. Graphs. & Charts. 
Will
 also 
edit disks. 
600
 
dpi
 Laser 
Printing 
Resumes/Cover  Letters 
Internetkinel Students Nakano
 
10
 minutes from can- cs.s,
 
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED 
Professional Word 
Processing!
 
Theses,
 Term Papers,
 Nursing & 
Group Projects. Resumes,  Letters, 
Manuscripts. etc 
WordPerfect  5.1. 
HP Laser II. 
Al
 
formats.  
specialarg 
APA.  Spelling,
 
punctuation
 and 
grammatical  editing. Free
 
disc  
storage. 
All
 
watt  
guaranteed!
 INony 
free,  dependable,  and prompt 
service.
 To avoid disappointment.
 
cell 
now to 
reserve your time!
 
Call  
PAM 
247-2681  
(8am.8pm).
 plus 
Save Adelianel 10% Per Rslinagi
 
DAILY
 
CLASSIFIED-ADVERT1SING
 
THAT 
WORKS! 
Pried 
your  ad here. 
Line is 30 
spaces,
 
including
 
letters,  numbers, punctuation & spaces between words. 
=ME=  
un OHODFOELEMDEEEHL 
MOODOEEL=OLTIEE=EFIDMODEO0F7  
DOODODOODOODOOMOODOODEMOODOE  
ODOOMEHLMODLEEDOEHOODDOE7OHE
 
I  I 1 
Ad 
Ratios: 3 -line
 minimum 
One Two 
Three 
Day Days
 Days 
3 
linos 
4 
liners
 
5 His..
 
6 linos
 
$7 
$7 
$10 
$1 
or
 
each
 
additional  line 
$9 
$10 
$11 
$12 
Four 
Days 
$11 
$12 
$13 
$11 
Five
 
Days
 
113 
$14 
$.15 
118 
After the fllth day, rate Inereeare by $1 per day. 
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra 
charge
 
lip to 5 additional 
words  available 
in
 
bold
 for 
$3 
each  
SEMESTER  RATES  
 3-9 
lines:  $70. ' 
10-14  
lines.
 $90. 
 15-19
 lines, 
$110.  
Nan* 
Anorpss
 
.1a tan 
lip  
rode 
here 
send 
check or money order to 
Spartan
 Daily Clafeateado 
San Joss Statile Untverafty,
 
San Joao, 
CA.,  95192.0149 
 
Classified  desk 
is located in Dwight Benla Hall  Room
 209 
 
Deadline  Two days before publication MI All ads are 
prepad 
 Consecutive publications dates only 
U 
No refunds
 on
 canceled
 ads 
 OUUTIONS? CALL (409) 9114-3277 
Please
 check 
your 
classification: 
Announcements  
- 
Automotive 
- Electronics 
- 
For  Sale 
- Greek 
_ 
Help  
Wanted
 
- Housing
 
- Lost 
and Found 
- Services 
- Services Enancial 
- 
Travel 
- 
Tutoring  
- Word 
Processing
 
F-
8 
Friday.
 February IS. 1994 
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Rehire  
From 
page 1 
"Whenever
 a project 
comes
 
in, we decide whether or not it 
will 
be 
contracted,"
 Qayoumi 
said. "We've been understaffed 
because the brunt of the budget 
cut -backs have come in our 
department (Facilities. Develop-
ment 
and Operations). 
Qayoumi
 claims that 
outside
 
contractors have more 
rules  and 
regulations to 
follow  than in-
house staff. 
He said that FD&O 
is responsible for insuring that 
these regulations are followed. 
"The contractors have to be 
insured and bonded to work on 
certain projects," Qayoumi said.
 
According to 
SJSU  employee 
Martha O'Connell, several grim 
ances have been filed by the 
workers at the university's per-
sonnel department. 
She contends that if the uni-
versity has the money to hire 
outside contractors, it should 
spend that money to re -hire for-
mer employees 
who were laid 
off.
 
"Human beings who have 
been laid off who have given the 
university loyal service for many 
years should be brought back 
before any more work is con-
tracted out," O'Connell said. 
"Contracting out this work 
is
 
a waste of money," SJSU plumb-
ing supervisor Kym Bersuch 
said. "I don't know how many 
jobs I've 
had  to go back and re-
do. It'd be easier to 
count  the 
jobs I didn't have to go back to. 
Often there 
is one deadline for 
us (SJSU employees) and anoth-
er for the 
contractors." 
"We were told there 
wasn't 
enough money in the budget 
for the work that's being done 
here and I was shocked to see all 
these new people 
doing  the 
work that laid off employees 
used to do," SJSU graphics 
employee Kevin Johnson said. 
"It's fascinating that the painters 
that were laid off also held high-
ranking 
positions  within the 
union. 
Ham and the other employ-
ees plan to continue passing out 
information
 to the students 
and  
faculty 
so that everyone can 
become familiar with the situa-
tion. 
"We
 should have 
been  doing 
this a 
long
 time ago," 
Ham said. 
"I've gone through too much 
to 
be a goat 
anymore.
 You're either 
part of the 
problem  or part of 
the solution." 
The  
Spartan
 
with 
a cup 
of
 coffee
 every morning 
is a smart 
move. 
Movie
 
From 
page
 I 
he'd like to show, he calls and 
arranges the movie's purchase. 
"On average, 
most of the 
movies cost 
about $700 to a 
$1,000 to show," Moore said. 
According to Moore, 
not  
much of a  profit is made from
 
the showing of the movies. He 
said the AS 
Program
 Board 
makes just enough to buy the 
next
 film. 
In past 
semesters, Moore said, 
average attendance at Wednes-
day Night Cinema was 150 to 
200 
people.
 This semester, he 
hopes to get about 300 to 400 
people 
per  movie. 
"This semester should 
be bet-
ter. The lineup is better and we 
have bigger movies," Moore 
said. 
Environmental studies major 
Mike Yaghmai seems to enjoy 
what Wednesday Night Cinema 
has to offer. 
"It's a convenient
 place on 
campus 
to go and the price is 
good," 
Yaghmai
 said. 
He
 said, however, 
that the 
seating is 
uncomfortable  and 
that movies are shown only once 
on Wednesday nights at 7:30, 
instead  of twice a night as in pre-
vious 
semesters. 
Administration of justice 
major Kathy Eldrige 
enjoys
 the 
bargain, but is disappointed
 as 
well that movies are shown only 
once a night. 
"If you had a night 
class,  you 
could go to the later showing," 
she
 said.
 
Season passes are available for 
$15 until March 16, when the 
price will go down to $8. Movies
 
are shown every 
Wednesday  at 
7:30 p.m. Other 
movies  this sea-
son include "Bopha," ley Luck 
Club,"  "Judgment
 Night, "Cool 
Runnings," 
"Carlito's  Way" and 
Journalist,  
AIDS
 author 
dies  
SAN FRANCISCO
 (AP)  
AIDS has claimed the
 life of 
Randy Shilts, a tireless, driven 
author and reporter who 
caught  
and 
chronicled  the first, almost 
invisible signs of the coming epi-
demic that would kill millions. 
Shilts  died of the disease at his 
home in the Sonoma County 
community of Guerneville
 late 
Wednesday 
or early Thursday, 
the San Francisco Chronicle 
reported. He was 42. 
He authored "Conduct Unbe-
coming: Gays and 
Lesbians  in 
the U.S. Military," "And The 
Band Played On: People, Politics 
and the AIDS Epidemic," a his-
tory of the AIDS crisis, and the 
"Mayor of Castro Street: The 
Life and Times of Harvey Milk." 
"And the Band Played On," 
published  in 1985, was an 
exhaustive, relentless history of 
the
 AIDS epidemic, chronicling 
the neglect 
of
 governments and 
the medical 
establishment  in the 
early years of the 
epidemic. It 
was later made into
 an HBO 
movie,  which aired 
in
 1993. 
"I think we're 
shocked to 
hear of his passing,"
 said Dean 
Licitra, spokesman for AIDS 
Pro-
ject in Los Angeles. "He's anoth-
er warrior in the battle that has 
succumbed. 
UPD: SJSU
 
number
 one for 
crime  
among CSUs 
From page 1 
Since 1991, five officer posi-
tions have
 been cut from the 
UPD budget. 
There
 are currently 22 autho-
rized positions, 
down
 from 27 
three  years ago. Only 21 officers 
are actually on staff. 
As a result of the cuts, Abeyta 
said the workload
 of UPD offi-
cers is one of the heaviest in the 
CSU system. 
Officers currently
 work long 
hours because of frequent over-
time. 
Extra staff is needed during 
campus events. 
"My teal (once' it 
is that my 
people are going to get plain 
burnt out,"
 Abeyta said. 
Abeyta said officers often do 
not have time to interact posi-
tively with the 
university  com-
munity. During busy shifts they 
go from call to call, limiting
 
their ability to patrol the cam-
pus. 
UPD is not allowed to recruit 
more officers 
unless
 a vacancy 
exists on 
the force. Once a 
vacancy is filled, UPD is prevent-
ed by CSU rules from keeping a 
list of eligible candidates for 
future 
vacancies.
 The entire 
recruitment process must begin 
again, Abeyta said. 
UPD has 
been granted an 
exception from this require-
ment. 
Currently UPD 
has a short list 
of eligible candidates it is 
allowed to 
draw from for one 
year. 
In June the list reaches  its 
one-year time limit. 
If new vacancies 
develop  after 
June, the recruitment process 
for a new officer will once 
again 
take as long as eight months. 
Tom Fitzpatrick, spokesman 
at the CSU Chancellor's Public 
Safety Office, said 
budgets  have 
been falling for all CSU police 
departments. He said it is 
hard  
to say whether
 a slight difference 
in the number of 
police
 officers 
will have much effect. 
"If an 
excessive
 number of 
officers leave it will have an 
effect. Most campus police 
departments have had 
to make 
substantial
 adjustments due to 
budget constraints," Fitzpatrick 
said. 
Abeyta said SJSU has always 
been supportive of budget 
needs  at UPD. He said he hopes 
the university can re-evaluate
 the 
cuts in 
officer
 positions. 
"I'm optimistic, I'm always 
optimistic. I 
think  the university 
will eventually get out of its bud-
get morass," he said. "There is 
no reason to believe the admin-
istration will be anything but 
supportive (of UPD needs)." 
Abeyta also said he thinks 
regional pay structures would be 
the best way to compensate 
police officers. He added, "I 
would be very, very 
surprised
 if 
CSU does it (regional pay) with 
the police. It would affect all 
other types of positions and pay  
levels on the 
campuses."  
'He single-handedly
 probably 
did more
 to educate the world 
about AIDS than any single per-
son," 
remembered  playwright 
Larry Kramer, one of the 
founders of both ACT -UP and 
Gay Men's Health Crisis of New 
York, the first U.S. AIDS organi-
zation. 
Shilts had a difficult time 
find-
ing
 work as reporter in the main-
stream media
 because he was 
unwilling to hide the fact that he 
was gay. In a 
1990 report to the 
American Society 
of Newspaper 
Editors  on coming out in 
the  
newsroom,  Shilts 
wrote:
 
"It's 
impossible to 
describe
 
the 
intense  frustration of 
know-
ing 
you're utterly 
qualified
 for a 
job, but unable to 
get it because 
of a factor 
that
 has nothing to do 
with your competence. It was 
like at the age of 30 I was sup-
posed to put
 all my journalist 
training aside and become a 
florist because I'm gay." 
Shilts was finally hired by the 
San Francisco Chronicle in 1981 
in a two-month 
vacation
 replace-
ment
 stint, Editor Bill German 
said. 
He worked as a general 
assignment  
reporter. 
His editors 
were told not to 
give him gay 
stories  to cover. 
IMPROVE 
YOUR 
NIGHT 
LIFE. 
Many accidents are caused by car 
drivers who 
didn't see the cyclists. 
Wear reflective 
gear and bright 
clothing. And keen 
your t  
e\ 
ening  num Ileine
 ruined 
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY 
FOUNDATION 
Monster Cable
 Inter-
connects 50% OFF! 
14th
 Annual President's Day 
ST 
EFZE  
THREE DAYS ONLY! 
Last year over 2000 
people
 showed up for our famous Liquidation Sale.
 This is our 14th and its gauranteed to be our 
biggest 
ever!  Why? Because the selection is larger
-over  450 models and over 4100 pieces. There's
 almost $900.000 of the finest in 
audio and video on 
sale,  and MOST OF IT IS BELOW OUR COST!
 When we clean house, we really clean house!
 GET HERE 
EARLY FOR
 BEST CHOICE, LINE
 FORMS EARLY.  ALL 
SALES
 FINAL. 
Sale  rules 
will be posted at the front 
door
 of the 
stores Friday night. 
Camping overnight is OK. Don't be late! 
LIQUI
 
TION
 
SA 
SALE BEGINS FEB. 19th AT 10am SHARP! 
HERE'S JUST ,A FFW OFTHE 100'S 
OF 
GREAT 
DEALS....  
Here's
 How it works: 
N=Brand New. 
R=Factory  
Refurbished  
B=Slight Blemishes. 
U=Used/No 
Warranty.  
D=DeMOS.(Same  Warranty as New). 
G= Graded. 
C#/M#=
 # of Items
 in 
Campbell/Mt  
View  
4 -Pack
 AA Maxell 
Alkaline  
Batteries...
 99 cents!
 
Limit 10 
per  family 
WATII!IINVOr***"  
CODE 
was SALE 
AM/FM Dig. Tuner/Programmable
 
SONY 
STRAV570  
GC1/M1  
$100 
$29 
60 watt Stereo Remote Receiver 
MITSUBISHI MC6010 
R Cl/MO 
$240 $98
 
5- Disc Remote/On
 screen prog. 
SONY 
STRD511
 
GC3/M5 
$850 
$139 
50w x 2/ lOw 
x 3 Dolby 
ProLogic.  
SONY ES 
TCK679  
N C2/M2 
$300 
$233 
Cassette
 Deck.
 Dolby B/C/HX  Pro. 
SHERWOOD 
RV6010R
 
R C2/M3 
$430 
$244 
105wx2/30wx1/18wx2.
 ProLogic 
SONY 
ES CDPX339 
DC1/M1 
$600  $296 
Audiophile CD 
Player.  Customfile 
SONY  SEN431CD5 
Complete 
Minisystem:
 30w Amp, m5 
Tuner, Duel 
Cassette,
 Speakers. 
MITSUBISHI HTS300
 
R C2/M2 
Disc CD 
Carousel,
 
R C5/M8 
$700
 
$800 
$398 
$428 
100wx3/50x2 
ProLogic. DSP 
SONY ES 
TAAV650 
R Cl /M2 $1700 $499 
5-Ch.PmLogic
 Integrated
 Amp. R CI 
/M2 $1000 $588 
[RAH
 
SPFAKFRS
 (Voted  
I iti) 
SONY SSU211/221 
10" 3-way Speakers. Oak Vinyl
 
SONY
 SSCR62 
3-Pc. Home Theatre Pkg./CTR-Rears. 
PARADIGM TITANS 
Top Bookshelf Size. 6.5" woofers. 
YAMAHA NSA202 
Wall -Hanging Surround Spk./5" 
pARADIGM CC200 
Top Center Ch. Speaker (2)5.5" 
PARADIGM 
7SEMk3
 
25"
 
Tower
 Spk. (2)6.5" Drivers 
LINA EUM LSII 
8" Woofer/6" 
midrange.
 Black 
PARADIGM STUDIO 
Their very best. Top Reviews. 
RCIO/M14  
R 
C2/M8  
B C2/M2 
NC6/M10 
BC14/M22 
B C4/M4 
D CO/M2 
BC8/M12 
$140 
$39 
$200 $49 
$100
 $69 
$100 $69 
$190 $125 
$315 
$194 
$850 $399 
$950
 
$599 
DAYS 
ONLY!
 
Saturday
 
February 
19th 
10 am. -7
 p.m. 
Sunday  
February  
20th 
12 Noon .6 
p.m.  
Monday  
February
 
21st
 
1 0 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
CODE was SALE 
CAR STEREOS for 
110 N 1.1 It 
1 
5C1630
 
6.5" Dual Cone Speaker, Slim 
N C5/M8 
BLAUPUNKT
 HC4030 
$68 $29 
4" Honey-Comb 
Design.  30-watts N C18/M24 
SHERWOOD XM1040 
$100 $39 
20w x 2, Stereo Power
 Amp. N C10/M10 
SONY XM2020 
$100 $38 
25w
 x 2 Stereo Power Amp 
N C3/M4
 
CLARION 
601A 
50w x 2 Stereo Power Amp. 
Adj.
 Input Level Control. 
$10,1 
$49  
Bridgeble  to 
100watts
 mono RCIO/M14 
HIFONICS
 VULCAN 
5200 
$97 
50w x 2 Bridgeble MOSFET Amp 
D C2/M1
 
SONY CDXU8000
 
AM/FMLUnilink.
 Detachable 
Faceplate. 
custom  Hie/ 44. h. 
Preamps 
R C5/M7 
$350
 
$700 
$175 
$433 
PANASONIC TR930B 
9" B&W 
Monitor  for security use 
DC1/M1
 $250 
$29 
SONY MDP455 
Remote LaserDisc
 Player with FREE Microphone. 
Opt, out/S-VHS/Custom Index, etc.
 D CO/MI $600 $388 
MITSUBISHI CS35FX1 
35" Color 
TV. Pic-in-pic. 700-lines. 
SHARP XV101WH 
LCD Proj. TV. Ceiling 
mount 
MITSUBISHI CS4OFX1 
40" State
-of-Art Stereo Tube TV. 
D CO/M1 $2999' 
$1688  
D CO/MI $4495 $1999 
D Cl /M1
 $4900 
$2688  
CASSFITF 
A I )I BLOWOLTI 
BETTER
 
Your
 choice
 of.... 
TDK 
SA90
 Hi -Bias 
MAXELL XLII90 
SONY SR90 Metal 
$15 
each 
BEST 
Your
 choice 
of.... 
TDK 
SAX 100 
Hi -Bias 
MAXELL 
XIIS90 
TDK 
MA110 
Metal 
$1"
 
each
 
Limit 
10 tapcs total 
per  family. 
SONY 13" REMOTE 
COLOR  TV 
MODEL ICV13TR27
 Features On Screen Display.
 
30/60/90 min. Sleep Timer, and front/rear A-V 
inputs.  REG.
 $300 
ONLY 1 PER STORE AT 
$69 
WAITING
 IN 
LINE?
 
Sound 
Goods  feels that 
if you're good
 
enough  to wait in 
line,  we can at least 
help 
you out. We'll 
provide coffee, 
soda, 
water and, of 
course
 poita-pot-
ties for you
 campers.
 
. AM M 
IP I ler I 
OM. k. Aft. A14In 
M1 S. San 
Antonio Road
 
Mt. 
View, CA 
94040  
(415)  
949-4000  
2627 
S. Bascom 
Avenue  
Campbell, CA 
95008 
(408)559.4000  
BLAUPUNKT
 TORINO 
Here's a BRAND NEW Car Steno Cassetse Deck with 
Detachable Faceplate for Security. Features 
Blaupunkt's  
famous AM/FM Digital Tuner. Reg. $240 (N C26/M42). 
Now only 
$107!  
PARADIGM BI,EM BLOWOUT 
We 
bought all of 
Paradigm's
 current 
models with
 any minor 
cosmetic  imperfections, 
at 
prices
 Below Dlr. 
Cost! Like 
this 11 
SEMk11
 tall Tower 
Speaker, featuring 
(2) 8" woofers, a 6" 
midrange, 
and a 1" 
dome tweeter. 
Reg. $950 ea 
Save 
$700  pair 
Now Only.... 
$599ea.  
kRION ('.R CD 
ll/f/II
 0/ r! 
Here's  t e owest 
price  you ever 
see 
on three of the top
 models
 
of
 Car CD 
players you can own. 
First, the 
5632CD  features
 am/fin Tuner, 
a 
very
 Hi -Power 
stereo amplifier
 (27 -
watts  per Ch.), 
and a Din 
Chassis
 (Non -
Pullout). 
Reg. 
$350. Now only 
.... $198! 
Next, the
 5870CD 
features 
AM/FM  
Tuner, 
and a CD 
Changer
 
Controller.
 The 
Chassis 
is a Pullout.
 It 
requires
 an 
Amp.
 
Reg.
 $650. 
Now 
Only
 .... 
$229!  
Next 
5770CD 
features 
AM/FM  
Tuner,  a 
very 
High
-Power
 4
-Channel  
amplifier  (27
 
-watts  x 4), and 
a Pullout 
Chassis.  
Reg.
 $500. Now only
 .... 
$243  
